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Abstract

Apartment buildings are multi-unit buildings designed for residential purposes, where each unit or apartment is a stand-alone residential unit. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to identify the variables that influence residents’ satisfaction with their living environment (which can include the neighborhood, type of residence, and social influences). The research method used is a qualitative method with descriptive data analysis techniques to identify trends and patterns of view preferences, sourced from participants’ assessments/opinions of views from various apartment buildings. Many professionals, including scientists, medical experts, planners, biologists, and architects, have begun to explore the relationship between elements of the physical environment and the human experience along with urbanization and population growth. As a result, issues such as overcrowding, housing satisfaction, lack of sunlight, shared restrooms, and other issues have become the subject of scientific study.

INTRODUCTION

Apartment buildings are multi-unit buildings that are designed for residential purposes, where each unit or apartment is a self-contained housing unit. These buildings generally have multiple floors and a variety of apartment sizes to accommodate different household sizes and needs. The housing tenure of apartment buildings can vary from large-scale public housing to privately owned and managed buildings that are rented or owned by individuals or corporations. Apartment buildings can have different types of ownership structures, such as condominiums, cooperatives, or rental buildings. In a condominium, individuals own their units and share ownership of common areas, while in a cooperative, residents own shares in the building and have the right to occupy a specific unit. Rental buildings are owned and managed by a landlord who rents out the units to tenants.

Apartment buildings may also offer various amenities, such as gyms, pools, laundry facilities, and parking spaces. They may be located in urban or suburban areas and can be designed to cater to different demographics, such as students, families, or seniors. Overall, apartment buildings offer a flexible and convenient housing option for individuals and families who prefer to rent rather than own a home, or who cannot afford to buy a house (Gellen, 2017).

After reviewing the housing literature, key elements were selected that are often associated with an influence on people’s decisions in owning or renting apartments in high-rise complexes. In addition, when customers decide to buy an apartment, they consider a number of factors, including the reputation of the Real Estate Company, the custom-built nature of the house, timely handover, interior fittings, low risks, quality standards. Comfort of life, accessibility to necessary institutions, and so on. The real estate industry will be able to contribute more to the economy if it can meet the needs of apartment buyers and build projects for middle and lower middle class individuals. Although the industry is experiencing
some issues, there is still a lot of room for growth as long as there is continued transparency and, more importantly, as long as individuals in the lower middle class can access a number of essential services. Lastly, it cannot be denied that the real estate industry has made a significant contribution to infrastructure development.

There are two main reasons for the popularity of the subject. First, satisfaction at home has been recognized as an important element in society's overall quality of life. Second, it was found that the way people value their homes and their environment influences the way they react to where they live (Gifford & Nilsson, 2014). Two different perspectives on housing satisfaction have emerged in empirical inquiry in response to the motivation of this research, both of which treat housing satisfaction—or lack thereof—as a consequence or creation of behavior. On the one hand, there is research which states that house quality creates residential satisfaction. Therefore, the aim of this research is to identify variables that influence residents' satisfaction with their home environment (which can include the surrounding environment, type of residence, and social influences) (Makinde, 2015). Other scholars, such as Liu (1999), believe that happiness at home is a predictor of behavior, not a creation.

Apartments can be an important place to live for many people, especially those looking for an affordable and comfortable option. According to sources from the Center for American Progress, the current housing affordability crisis in the United States is caused by deliberate policy choices and chronic underfunding that has persisted for decades. This makes it difficult for many people to buy a house, resulting in increased demand for rental housing, including apartments. Details of the case study are explained in the next chapter (Cocola-Gant & Gago, 2021).

In residential apartments, a modified version of the scale was successfully used to assess social support and neighborhood ties. The two main subscales of communal lifestyle are relationships within the area and social support obtained from the residential apartment. Residents’ relationships with their neighbors who live in the same apartment complex as them were assessed using seven items. Each item receives a rating on a five-point scale. Some common expressions that indicate good relations with neighbors range from very dissatisfied to very satisfied with the total goods provided. There are 6 items on the social support subscale. Respondents must rate each item by selecting one of four possibilities: probably true, definitely true, probably false, and definitely false. The results of this research can be used to develop marketing plans that consider lifestyle concepts as well as managing and building apartment complexes. The findings from this study cannot be generalized because the sampling frame was different. It is recommended that more research examine apartment housing claims by various groups in various markets.

All homes share at least one component (floor, ceiling, wall, etc.) with another home, including high-rise, low-rise, flats, terraced housing, but not detached housing. In the high-rise buildings that are the subject of this discussion, apartments are arranged horizontally and vertically. The ceiling of one unit will be made up of the floor of another unit, and so on. The walls of one unit will also consist of the walls of the other unit. Single-family detached homes share the least amount of wall space with other homes. The house does not share ceilings or walls with other tenants and can have one or a maximum of three floors. Residents of homes separated from each other by walls, floors and ceilings that also form the walls, floors and ceilings of other households tend to feel dissatisfied with their homes, according to research conducted by Gillis in England in 1977.

The phrase "living environment" refers to the area that includes both the people in the environment and the environment in which the house or apartment is located when discussing research by Perez et al. The terms "community" and "social relationships" refer to the neighborhood, which is one of the fundamental frameworks of satisfaction. The 'housing system', on the other hand, describes the layout, the number of rooms, the sizes of the rooms, the walls, ceilings, and floors of the house, as well as all the other architectural features such as the location of the windows where light can enter the home, the flooring, and the furnishings. In the experiment she conducted in 1990, Phillips (1990) examined the
formal dimensions of pleasure by sub-classifying the previously listed dimensions according to the type of structure.

**RESEARCH METHODS**

The research method used was a qualitative method with descriptive data analysis techniques to identify trends and patterns in view preferences, sourced from participants’ assessments/opinions of the views from various apartment buildings. The survey was conducted to collect opinions on views based on the criteria of aesthetics, accessibility, and overall attractiveness, which provides insight into trends and patterns in view preferences considering factors such as location, design, and amenities, so that a comprehensive overview of apartment buildings around the world can be obtained.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Factors (Physical environment) of apartments affecting residents**

Sunlight, wind, natural light, air, noise, building use, open space, skyline, scenery, traffic, and public conditions are the key components of the physical environment. These factors have an impact on how people behave and are satisfied. It has been discovered that a person's level of contentment affects their behavior. However, as we saw, it has also been discovered that behavior has an impact on satisfaction. Many community activists and planners take these assertions as gospel without demanding more evidence: better design is thought to lead to better behavior.

In addition, it has been amply demonstrated that the metropolitan environment has an impact on human behavior. Studies investigating this phenomenon distinguished between public and private engagement, different sorts of crime, and interactions between adults and children along three axes. Researchers look into distinct demographic sub-groups like the elderly, women, and children in order to pinpoint the precise cause of residential contentment. These are created as sub-groups that demand unique study and special care.

The level of the floor of residence has been found to have an impact on residents in apartments. Living on upper floors leads to isolation and loneliness, claims (Larcombe, van Etten, Logan, Prescott, & Horwitz, 2019). According to Gillis' findings, people who live on higher floors are more dependent on their homes than people who reside on lower floors, who have easier access to the outside world. In this aspect, levels of satisfaction vary from person to person and between the sexes. Women are known to be more confined to their homes than males due to their nature, thus picking the right floor level to live on can boost their pleasure with the latter type of variance. In light of this, it can be said that women are more sensitive to building height and density than males are.

In addition to gender, the word "high density" has been discovered to be another factor influencing residential satisfaction, with differing outcomes for men and women. In opposition to researchers argues that men were more affected by density, which led to antagonistic moods and social behavior (Terbeck, Savulescu, Chesterman, & Cowen, 2016). Women were less impacted than men because they were better able to cope with stress.

In their analysis in Malaga, Spain, the researchers found that there may be a connection between crowding and psychological distress (Luque-Gil, Gómez-Moreno, & Peláez-Fernández, 2018). The researchers added to Jacinto and Mendieta’s results by stating that residents of high-rise buildings felt crowded, lacked privacy, safety, building satisfaction, control, and had fewer relationships with neighbor’s (Campagna, 2016). In a similar vein, the researchers discovered that the density of apartment complexes was their primary flaw. Gifford, on the other hand, acknowledged in his book from 1997 that there were various findings about residents of upper floors. The following are the reasons for this: first, higher floors have a wider view field and more visual escape than lower ones. Second, because fewer outsiders were anticipated to travel through upper levels than lower ones, inhabitants on higher floors reported feeling less crowded than those on lower floors.
The locations that the word "crowding" alludes to could be a city or town, neighborhood, flat, or even just a single room in a house. The "crowding area" in this thesis is specifically defined as one's residence and doesn't actually refer to a city but rather to a flat and the surrounding area. In this setting, changes in architectural plans become crucial in the buildings that serve as peoples' "residence." Planning and design that is intentional reduces crowding and boosts happiness. Residential congestion is significantly influenced by the number of occupants, the number of rooms (whether shared or separate), the number of toilets, and, in general, the kind of dwelling and residents. Hallways are another aspect of architecture that researchers mentioned as having an impact on congestion.

Long corridors can exacerbate the feeling of crowding and heighten tension, he added. He discovered additional elements that affected residential satisfaction, including sunlight (brightening a room with light colors decreases the sense of crowding), ceiling height (as the height of the ceiling increases the sense of crowding decreases), walls (straight walls decrease and curved walls increase the sense of crowding), floor covering, furniture arrangement (lots of furniture increases the sense of crowding), and temperature (high temperature increases the sense of crowding).

Children emerged as a different group to be influenced by crowding after examining the impacts of the perception of crowding on men and women. According to research on youngsters, issues including manifestations of unhappiness, restlessness, and an inability to concentrate appeared if the family density was high (Haghani, 2020).

Elderly persons are yet another population whose contentment necessitates particular consideration and focused research. As a result, elderly individuals are more likely to experience loneliness and realize that they require communication and conversation partners. It is realistic to suppose that senior people find it difficult to move because they have lived there for a long time, have cherished memories there, and have friends there. Situations like the threat of collapsing or earthquake damage provide exceptions. They value their neighbors and friends in the buildings just as much as they do their house (Perry, 2015). The question that needs to be asked at this point is: "Do elderly people who live in high-rises have enough neighbors to be friends with?" Ballesteros et al. (1998) discovered that both individual and environmental factors affect senior citizen happiness and quality of life.

1. **Apartment buildings in Lahore**

Lahore, despite the high cost of housing and living. Housing societies and areas in Lahore charge heavy rent ranging from 10k-30k for a 2-bedroom apartment. However, these areas are also equipped with all the luxuries such as mega malls, hospitals, and restaurants, making them attractive living options for many people. People in Lahore prefer to live in the best available options, which could explain why apartment living is popular. Additionally, living in an apartment can offer several benefits, such as easy access to amenities and a more communal living experience. Overall, while the cost of housing in Lahore may be high, it appears that many people still choose to live in apartments due to the advantages they offer (Peters & Halleran, 2021).

2. **Regulatory framework**

The Lahore Development Authority (LDA) has set certain laws for building designs. As per these laws, the minimum height of any building from the bottom to the ceiling should not be less than 38 feet. Moreover, the minimum height between each storey should be 9 feet and 6 inches. Additionally, the apartment building on a residential plot can cover about 55% of the area.

1) LDA increases height by two times.
2) The Lahore Development Authority (LDA) recently nearly doubled the permissible height limits for residential apartment buildings, from 45 ft. (ground plus three floors) to 80 ft. (ground plus six floors), due to the scarcity and high cost of land for housing close to the city centre (Gopalan & Venkataraman, 2015).
In the context of developing countries

1. Jakarta, Indonesia

Large cities like DKI (Special Capital Region) Jakarta have built apartments (rasunawa), one of which is to address the issue of a lack of residential land. The province administration has made a number of attempts to address its residents' housing issues, particularly those who have low income levels. In order to address the issue of homelessness for some low-income people who work in both the formal and informal sectors, including low-level civil servants, hawkers, motorcycle taxi or bus drivers, sales assistants, factory workers and so on, the provincial government founded the rusunawa. When building flat housing complexes, it is essential to have a long-term spatial planning strategy in place to prevent creating societal issues in the future. In order to ensure that the circumstances, desires, and needs of a flat are met, it is also important to learn about the perspectives of the apartment's tenants. These impressions or thoughts will then serve as the foundation for how certain apartment dwellers react to their surroundings or how individuals behave while in an apartment environment (Hugé, Block, Waas, Wright, & Dahdouh-Guebas, 2016).

Figure 1 Rusunawa Residential Units
Source: Scientific diagram

A well-run apartment block will benefit its occupants. Similarly, parents who raise their children in a secure, cozy, and peaceful atmosphere will enable the offspring to develop the strength of their respective characteristics to interact with their surroundings and develop into hardy, adaptable, and amiable people. A qualitative research design approach was used to conduct a study on residents' impressions of the flat in order to ascertain the opinions of those who had lived there longer than a year. Given that this approach is based on an interpretive paradigm, where social and personal events are explained using a common sense framework that gives meaning to ordinary occurrences, qualitative research methodologies are thought to be acceptable. Despite the fact that the responses shared by the citizens of Rusunawa are very similar, each resident has a unique perspective on the city. However, they continue to place a lot of weight on the physiological demands, safety, social connection or affection, self-confidence, and self-actualization that are inherent to human beings (ADELIA & Sartika, 2023).
2. Kathmandu Valley, Nepal

The current state of affairs in the Kathmandu Valley demonstrates that developers build apartments more for financial gain than to address the housing problem. Due to the high interest rate, formal collateral in the form of land and houses, and high income of people to repay loans preferred by commercial banks, the economically weaker segment and lower income group of people are not qualified to proceed for the loan. The price of flat flats is too expensive for EWS and LIG to purchase.

Rapid population growth in primate towns like Kathmandu has made it difficult to find land to house the growing number of migrants, in addition to contributing to the unsanitary living conditions and the degrading urban environment. The result is that the wealthy are moving. The impoverished are always stuck in Kathmandu's fragile core cities on the periphery of the city. Rich people's relocation to the edge has resulted in an ad hoc development of social inequality and discrepancy among those residing in the same locations (Todes & Turok, 2018).
Housing expenditures should account for 25% to 30% of gross income in affluent countries, but they are greater in the Kathmandu Valley. Because income is the primary factor impacting affordability, government policy on housing must concentrate on the cost, unitization, and availability of such housing stock. Several factors, such as household income, expenses, and policy tools, have an impact on affordability. Government policy must prioritize providing decent, affordable housing that is linked to the users’ sources of income. Providing housing doesn’t just imply giving people ownership of a home; such policies also need to make inexpensive rental housing more widely available so that low-income families can have access to it. To alleviate the urban housing issues, institutional support is essential, as shown in India, Malaysia and Sri-Lanka. Institutional organizations that support the underprivileged and give them access to loans and funds to meet their housing needs should exist. There are many other funding strategies that could be implemented, such as cooperative housing, social housing, corporate social responsibility of commercial banks, etc (Kara, Zhou, & Zhou, 2021).

3. UAE

The home market is naturally complex. Although research suggests that the UAE is one of the nations that take sustainability seriously, little is known about how residents in the UAE's residential sector see sustainability. Residential Apartment structures are one of the fundamental communal elements that characterize the good quality of life and general wellbeing of the populace. Additionally, residential construction accounts for up to one-third of global greenhouse gas emissions in both developed and emerging nations, using around 40% of the world's power. In the UAE, the residential sector has had a notable rise in electricity usage, going from 6580 GWh to 12,795 GWh between 2006 and 2017 (Abuzaid, Moelak, & Alzaatreh, 2022).

![Figure 4 Luxury 3 storey building elevation plan](Source: Tetrics Architect)

This study sought to ascertain how residents of Apartment residential buildings in the United Arab Emirates perceived their surroundings using the three-pillar paradigm. (Environmental–economic–social). Extrapolating indicators from important research carried out in various countries and having SMEs certify them are used to evaluate each of these pillars. All things considered, it was found that the three pillars of sustainability are interconnected; in the residential market of the United Arab Emirates, economic and environmental considerations have a greater influence on views of sustainability than social ones. Additionally, the comparison analysis showed that there is a statistical difference between the different demographic traits, including gender, educational attainment, employment status, and monthly income. Last but not least, a predictive categorization model was created to forecast if the intended audience will understand the sustainability concept (Shen et al., 2017).
This framework of sustainability perceptions can be used by planners and policymakers to help them decide how to design and build residential building projects that will improve the tenants' perception and awareness of sustainability. This strategy would also benefit policy/decision-makers, developers, contractors, designers, and facility management organizations in order to enhance overall sustainability in the residential sector.

It is advised that more data be gathered for the predictive model in subsequent research to improve its utility and accuracy. Additionally, the study can be carried out in other nations with comparable demographic characteristics, like the GCC, as well as in nations with different demographics, in order to either confirm the results or derive fresh insights. Additionally, this study is based on information from a specific industrial context, namely the Apartment residential sector in the United Arab Emirates. This means that integrating other industries would lead to different conclusions and insights regarding how sustainability is perceived (Beier et al., 2022).

In the context of developed countries

1. Lithuania

Modernization of apartment buildings is a significant topic in many nations, including Lithuania. In order to make it more effective, a full block or residential area must be restored, the renovation of flat dwellings must be integrated, and sustainable development principles must be followed. This article examines the challenges of retrofit planning in residential neighborhoods and blocks as well as the state of apartment buildings and their surroundings. The strategies aim to improve living conditions and environmental quality, lower energy consumption and CO2 emissions, maintain a mixed social structure, sustainably integrate new construction into the existing environment, develop an urban core of a residential area that serves as a part of the city, encourage democratic planning, and work closely with modernization partners. It is necessary to develop scenarios based on relevant strategies in order to identify the retrofit actions, their priority, and potential impact (Carpino, Bruno, Carpino, & Arcuri, 2022).
One type of urban development is the retrofit of buildings and the surroundings. It should aid in resolving energy and environmental problems and enhancing quality of life in Lithuania and other nations. As a result, retrofit should adhere to the standards for sustainable development. The goal of retrofitting older apartment buildings and their surroundings is becoming more and more important.

The following must be the main objectives of modernization plans for areas with apartment buildings:

1) To maintain a mixed social structure;
2) To sustainably integrate new construction into the existing environment;
3) To develop the urban core of a residential area as a useful part of the city;
4) Democratic planning; close cooperation among partners; modernization.
5) To improve living standards and the quality of the environment.
6) Long-term retrofitting and facility management.

2. Australia

New knowledge regarding the traits of tenants of lower-income apartments is provided by this study. It examines how effectively apartment constructions fulfill this group’s needs and speculates on how upcoming developments can most effectively meet the demands of lower-income people in terms of wellbeing, community, and affordability, both at the building and neighborhood scales. In order to give a descriptive analysis of lower income apartment households, this study examined Census data and strata title registration data, concentrating on Sydney and Melbourne. Four case studies comprising interviews, focus groups, and site visits are also included. The distribution of flat stock in Sydney and Melbourne is interestingly compared in two case studies, with Sydney’s apartments dispersed throughout the metropolitan region and Melbourne’s apartments concentrated more in the inner city and central districts (Randolph, Afrooz, & Pettit, 2018).

The results of coordinated urban redevelopment versus ad hoc urban redevelopment differed noticeably in the four case studies. The demand that planning authorities ensure developments was both publicly beneficial and commercially profitable is challenging to meet. While evidence of successful development was present, there was also evidence of speculative activity, inflated property values and the ensuing evictions, and developers who overpaid for land before lowering the bar to cut costs. Flexible planning controls have unquestionable benefits, but frequent changes to policy settings have often been negative. Planning that allows for flexibility to accommodate future changes in flat inhabitant profiles, such as those of families with children, must also be a policy priority. In order to assure the shared use of the private and public spheres, new design and management approaches are required. The spaces in high-density areas work well together (Cho, Trivic, & Nasution, 2015).
3. Finland

The predicted shift to a forest-based bio economy depends significantly on how locals feel about new bio-based items like wood. A contemporary bio-based economic possibility for supporting low-carbon urban housing is represented by timber apartment complexes (more than two stories). This study examined Finnish timber apartment block inhabitants' experiences.

1) The majority of respondents thought that ecological considerations would affect their own decision to live in a certain location
2) Respondents generally had positive opinions of the overall design and architecture of their buildings.
3) Residents were generally satisfied with their current residence, living environment, and apartment’s functionality.

4) Participants generally emphasized the benefits of timber apartment buildings for sound insulation and a comfortable indoor climate; poll respondents said they would prefer to live in two-story homes and apartment buildings.

5) The presence of automatic sprinkler systems and fire alarms was considered to be the factors that improve life safety.

The purpose of this was to provide a comprehensive figure of Finnish residents' experiences with wooden apartment buildings, as well as significant factors that residents should take into account when choosing a residence, how they currently feel about their home, and the differences between living in a wooden apartment and one made of another material. The apartment's suitability for the resident's living situation, location, affordability, and practicality of the floor plan were the most crucial factors influencing residence preference. People who participated in the poll expressed satisfaction with several aspects of their current dwelling, including the building’s general design and look, the apartment's functionality, its location within the building, and its surroundings. The most popular wood construction components were doors, windows, façades, balconies, floors, and structural systems (Allen, Thallon, & Schreyer, 2017).

This study can shed light on how tenants feel about living in wooden apartments and serve as a preliminary design manual for those who are interested, including architects, builders, and developers in the residential building sector. In this way, it is possible to have a better grasp of the housing options and expectations of future generations in Finland.

**Residential Satisfaction on Apartment Buildings in Pakistan**

Cities in Pakistan are unable to meet the needs of the population with an adequate quantity of housing due to the country's growing urbanization. Building apartment complexes is becoming a more popular option for meeting housing needs. However, the needs of the residents are not taken into account when designing apartments. When designing an apartment complex, more consideration should be given to elements like open space, basic amenities, and privacy.

A range of replies were recorded in response to the question of what may motivate tenants to move to an apartment. The majority of locals believed that flats offered greater security. Many of them believed that because their homes were so small, they needed little maintenance. Apartment complex members said that living there helped foster a feeling of community and brought people together. The apartments’ location may persuade people to move into one. They would switch to a more affordable choice because apartments were more affordable; however other opponents claimed that the appeal of luxury would tempt them to stay in apartment buildings.

Overall, there was just a marginal difference in how satisfied people were with the buildings' noise levels, parking lot upkeep, and cleanliness for both housing types. Following data analysis, it was determined that there are a variety of aspects to be taken into account while planning and carrying out a residential project in an urban environment. The most significant aspects that influence a resident's opinion of the apartment buildings are those that deal with privacy, open space, ventilation, noise, and garbage disposal. An inclusive stakeholder analysis should be carried out, and the welfare of all people should be taken into consideration, to prevent suggesting ideas that are not long-term fixes for Pakistan's housing scarcity issue.

**Residential Satisfaction on Apartment Buildings in Lahore**

The issue of urban housing is seen to be solved via vertical growth. The current study seeks to examine the topic of flat living in Lahore, Pakistan, from a variety of angles. However, the study was expanded to include the in-depth privacy experiences of adolescents because it was noticed that this age group was being severely underrepresented in both research and the distribution of privacy in apartments. Assessing inhabitants' contentment with and favorability of vertical living was the study's main objective. Although they are happy with the building's infrastructure, the residents do not favor vertical over horizontal housing. Because of the close quarters and shared space that come with vertical growth,
adolescents in apartments also prefer horizontal dwelling to vertical living. The use of spaces within dwellings is related to specific aspects of personality development at this age. The research can be used to develop and execute policies for sustainable vertical housing (Bibri, Krogstie, & Kärrholm, 2020).

Future research should highlight how various population segments, such as the elderly or the disabled, view these vertical buildings because it was noted that none of the three sites had a lift or a ramp to support the elderly or the disabled, making it important to thoroughly examine the factors influencing the cultural image of flat living in Lahore. Similar to how apartment colonies chosen for this study featured open areas for recreation, most places where vertical growth is uncontrolled lack this feature.

Therefore, it is advised that the demands of various demographic segments be taken into careful consideration throughout the planning stage. Additionally, given the low response rate, a larger-scale study of a similar nature is advised, which the current study was unable to conduct due to time and resource limitations. The sustainability of vertical growth in Lahore can be improved by doing a thorough analysis of flat satisfaction and favorability among various resident categories.

CONCLUSION
Residential satisfaction is challenging to measure and has several factors that need to be looked into. The determinants and effects of the extensive research on home satisfaction are presented in this chapter. The factors that affect residents’ design initiatives and the steps that must be taken to address discontent have been covered in this chapter. It has been established that these are composed of interpersonal relationships, the physical environment, the structure, and ultimately the housing system, which includes aspects like color, wall shape, space size, floor covering, and interior furnishings. Finally, both space and space users must be considered in residential satisfaction research. Planning needs to be creative, and design elements raise the fun factor. Making a physical product should not be the only goal; rather, the goal should be to make the product acceptable for human life.
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